SYMPHONY CONCERT

San Pie State &liege

Spartan Dail

EAGAN TO CONDUCI
SYMPHONY TONIGHT

"Lots of noise and a jazzy rhythm makes "Rumba" by McDonald the most appealing number on tonight’s program," stated Mr.
FULL LEASED WIRE SERVICE OF UNITED PRESS
Thomas E. Eagan of the Music department. Mr. Eagan will conduct
No 152 the third San Jose State symphony concert of the 1945-46 season in
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the Morris Dailey auditorium at 8:15 this evening.
Gene Chappell, senior music major from Sacramento, will perform Beethoven’s "Piano Concerto
No. 3, Op. 37." Instructor Eagan
cites Miss Chappell as a most talented pianist. An outstanding student in the music department, Miss
With only 227 women students voting at yesterday’s election,
Chappell plays the French horn
18 women student members were chosen to fill AWA offices for
also.
Spartan shop expansion and the
next year.
Very favorably received, the
The cabinet is composed of 16 women students, which are chosen preferential ballot system of vot-

Council Discusses
Coop Expansion,
Ballot System

AWA OFFICERS
CHOSEN FOR YEAR

from three fieldsservice, social,
and recreational. As there was a
tie vote in both the service and
recreational
sections,
arrangements will be made at tomorrow’s’
meeting of the cabinets to form I
the offices for next year.

Recognition Day
Tomorrow!

The annual Recognition Day
will be held tomorassembly
Those elected In the service see- I
row,
from
1 1 until 12 o’clock
Hon were Pat Polk, Doris Moody,
Dailey auditorin
the
Morris
Sills,
Dorothy McCullough, Betty
and c harlot te Harder. Carolyn ium. At this assembly recogHackman and Jane Potter tied nition and awards will be givfor sixth place.
en to students who have given
The social division will he made
service to the coloutstanding
Up of Jackie Popp, Dorothy Moody,
the past year.
lege
during
carol Lantz, Pat Dunleavy, and
will consist
program
The
Enna Rucker,
of
awarding
mainly
of
the
Those elected to serve in the
recreational field were Kathie scholarships and announceLandis, Barbara Moore, Jackie ments of special scholastic
Jensen, and Barbara Brewster. records. Black Mask installaLeah Keller and Frances Soden
tions will take place and new
The present cabinet members
Spartan Spears are to be hontied for fifth place.
ored.
women students today in room 24
The members of the Stuwill meet with the newly-elected
at 4 o’clock to decide on the time dent Council who are retiring
and place of the installation cere- from office are to receive
mony. As there will be no regular
awards for their services.
meeting of AWA tomorrow, it is
At the close of the assemimperative that all attend this
meeting, stated President Roberta bly,
ASB president Hugh
Ramsay.
Johnston, designating retireThe regular AWA offices to be ment from office, will turn his
filled by the new cabinet will ingavel over to the newlyclude president, vice-president, recording secretary, corresponding elected student body presisecretary, treasurer, high school dent, Marty Taylor.
Classes will continue as uschairman, sister chairman, two
Red Cross chairmen, custodian, ual during the assembly.

ing were the main items under
discussion at the Student Council’s regular mt ,eing yesterday
evening.
Bruce McNeil, acting in his capacity as a member of the Spartan
Shop board, asked that the Spartan
Shop be granted permission to
take over the upper floor of the
Student Union as a temporary
location for the student book
store.
The management of the Spartan Shop has asked that such permission be granted by the Student
Council in view of the fact that
the increased enrollment next year
will necessitate expansion of book
store facilities.
It has been proposed by the
board that the entire second floor
of the Student Union be converted
into a book store while the space
it now occupies in the basement
be used to enlarge the present
fountain and lunch counter.
The Student Council has postponed action on the request until
next Monday’s meeting in order
to allow time for more discussion
on the matter.
A motion was made by George
Minas, junior class president, that
some measure be adopted to do
away with the system m preferential system of balloting now
used in student body elections.
Milias stated that he did not believe that the present system was
capable of giving an "honest"
(Continued on Page 4)
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Photo by Bill Courtney
Gene Chappell, above, will be
piano soloist in tonight’s performance of the college symphony orchestra.

Maritime Settlement Predicted

LYCURGUS OUT
NEXT FRIDAY

Pittsburgh Trainmen Strike

Jackson Accuses Black of Slander

Senatorial Salary Increase

Russ-America Clash Predicted

Nation Faces Bread, Meat Famine

1

Bach
B h
"Little Fugue in G Minor"
"Variations on a Theme".. Brahms
McDonald
"Rumba"
All students and friends are cordially invited to attend this last
program of the concert season.
Three assistant conductors for
tonight’s performance are Frances Robinson, violin and viola section; Mrs. Betty Dexter, ’cello section, and Mr. Thomas Stevens,
bass section. Myrra Mosher is the
concert mistress.

Frosh-Soph Mixer Cup Case Comes
Before Student Court Tonight

Freshmen will ask the Student Court tonight for an official decision as to the winner of the freshman -sophomore mixer cup for the
school year 1945-46.
The dispute began when only two mixers were held this year,
each class winning one, thus tying the score.
Following are statements from the presidents of the two classes,
each giving his class’s view.

Soph

historian, rep o r te rt assembly
chairman, recreation chairman,
I don’t think that the freshmen
play-day chairman, and Student
understand their position in relaUnion chairman.
tion to the Frosh-Soph mixers.
A Summary of World News to 11 O’clock Last Night from the United
Candidates for these positions
They don’t realize that they are
Press Teleprinter In the Spartan Daily Office.
will be voted on by both of the
asked by the sophs, as their guests,
to participate in a mixer to procabinets.
WASHINGTONWar Shipping Administrator Granville Conway mote class spirit. Of course they
last night predicted settlement ’’in a couple of days of the maritime are eager to win the cup, but no
dispute that threatens to erupt into a nation-wide shipping strike of more so than we are.
200,000 seamen June 15.
At a joint meeting of a freshman committee and the cophoYour chances for purchasing
more council last Friday, the two
your Spring copy of Lycurgus will
groups tried to figure out a soluPITTSBURGHA strike of 250 rebel members of the Brotherhood
he three to one, approximately, action to the problem. The freshmen
Jones
of
Pittsburgh
works
the
Railroad
Trainmen
yesterday
closed
cording to Bob Martin, business of
state that they were willing to
manager of the magazine, as only and Laughlin Steel Corp., idling 10,000 workers.
do one of two things accept the
The brotherhood members refused to work under the terms ac1000 copies will be published. The
cup as the best class, or have the
college magazine will be out on cepted by national president A. F. Whitney in ending the reLent na- case presented to the Student
tion-wide
rail strike.
Friday, ,Tune 14, instead of WedCourt.
nesday as was previously anHere the freshmen forgot quite a
nounced.
number of things that are very imNUERNBERGAssociate Supreme Court Justice Robert H. Jack- portant:
Improving on the first issue, the
American prosecutor at the war crimes trial, issued an unchief
son,
defJune copy of Lycurgus will be
1. That they are guests of the
initely slanted toward San Jose precedented statement last night attacking Justice Hugo L. Black. sophomore class in the mixer afState and college life in general, It charged that Black, among others, spread stories that Jackson led fairs.
editors say. Short stories, features, a court feud which rpsulted in the appointment of Fred M. Vinson as
2. That the main objective of the
of student opinion, chief justice.
forum
a
whole mixer affairs is to promote
WASHINGTONJustice Hugo L. Black took the charges made class spirit
fashions and other items of stuand not to win a cup.
dent interest, the work of at least against him by Justice Robert H. Jackson in silence tonight, but a
3. That the mixers are class affifty students, will he represented. diocked and incredulous capital looked for a congressional investiga- fairs that should be and can be
of the warring
Cartoons and illustrations for tion that might result in resignation of one or both
settled by the classes, with no
jurists.
the magazine have been done by
need of bringing in a Student Body
well-known campus artists includarbitrating group.
ing "Slats" Slatoff, Marian Du JarIf this case should be decided
WASHINGTONThe Senate yesterday voted to streamline its in the Student Court, then who
din, Jessie Steinnagel, Delayne
Broadbent, Dottie Ashman, and antiquated committee set-up and increase salaries 50 per cent in a deserves the cup? As there are no
others, under the direction of Art move towards general congressional reorganization.
set rules for mixers except those
Editor Bonnie Lingenfelter.
that are set up for each indiState coeds will model the
vidual mixer, on what basis can the
TOKYOInformed sources predicted today that America and ownership of the cup be decided?
fashions in the pages prepared by
Fashion Editors Marge Brown and Russia would clash at next Wednesday’s meeting of the Allied Control The only basis possible is that of
Marji Cornwell. The fashion shots Council over the question of extending Japanese fishing and whaling radition.
were taken by Stephen Voorhees. areas.
According to tradition, everyOther photography in the magathing is left up to the sophomores.
zine is under the direction of PhoOn that basis, how can the freshtography Editor Bill Courtney.
CHICAGO The nation faces a bread and meat famine within a men win the cup? They have de"All in all, this issue has a lot week, baking industry and government spokesmen warned yesterday. feated themselves by bringing it
more of everything that the stu- Bread and meat shortages already were critical in some cities, a survey to the court.
Doug Rommey
dents wanted in their magazine," showed, forcing bakers to start voluntary rationing of bread.
Sophomore Class president
(Continued on page 4.)
stated Mit or Margaret Moore.

WORLD NEWS IN BRIEF

symphony orchestra gave a performance before a large audience
at Salinas two weeks ago. A large
increase over recent years, the
number of students playing wil’
total a few over 90.
This marks the final conci.
for the year following the usual
pattern of one concert a quarter.
Tonight’s program will consist
of four selections:
"Jesu, Joy of Man’s Desiring" ..

Frosh
Speaking for the freshmen class,
we were at an unfair
as far as the second

I feel that
advantage
mixer was
nothing to
an all day

We had
concerned.
say about not having
affair, nor was it my
idea to call off all the games. I
purchased material with which to
play games and was all set, with
the number of points to be awarded and other details, when Steve
Voorhees decided to have things
called off.
We did not know at the time
that calling off that mixer would
have so much to do with the winning of the cup.
We put up a good fight on the
first mixer and did not forfeit
any events. We were prepared to
put up a good fight for the second
mixer, but the sophomores called
it off. The third mixer cleaned
them by 100 per cent. They even
had to forfeit three events because
they didn’t have the class spirit
to get the players out for them.
At the Friday meeting of the
sophomore council, the committee
representing the freshman class
stated that because the freshmen
won the last mixer 100 to 0, as
opposed to the first mixer which
the sophomore class won 100 to
60, we should receive the cup from
the sophomores, or take the case
to the student court.
The sophomore council said that
the affair should be settled between the classes; and, then contradicting themselves, said they
could challenge the freshman class
to a softball game, in order to take
the place of the second mixer.
Was this fair?
Bruce McNeil
Freshman class president
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The ’Coop’ Walk
"The sidewalk between the Coop and the Library needs widening."
.r.n. made at
.;nd H

long t:,

: i

r1,.e,_ Council meetings,
nothing was done about

Art Student Uses
Figurine For
Temper Smasher

on lc, !le administration but nothing
Hold that temper! Count to
one wa’k u
enough mor-.. y was available ten! Too late, there went a foot
to pay for rer
d
wall.,
through the door panel. Now that
At a recerrt Council meeting someone suggested that a service he’s cooled off, he has to limp the
rest of the week.
organization do the work, with the administration furnishing the maEven though temper gets the
terials.
best of the best of men, Ellis
The Spartdr
ri
ft red eed immediately began plans Berry, sophomore art major, has
..tr the project.
q
neces,.: y of a wider sidewalk, and re - taken a practiced attitude and is
rnembering theil re: ca .)f erv;ce to the cchool, they lost no time busy making "what’cha ma call
its," or modern temper spenders.
il,--tting the WOrk
:yr
"What’cha ma call it" is a small
When the wcl
f’n ed the completed sidewalk will remain breakable figurine sculptured from
clay or plastics used to give vent
another esample f th,Knioht5 service to the college.
to temper by smashing the object
against the wall or other "solids."
Mr, Berry’s idea is not new,
however. According to Dr. Stephen
TUESDAY, JUNE 11
Kayser, Art History instructor,
Orchestra concert, auditorium,
the custom is about as old as
8:15 to 10.
temper itself. In yonder days, the
Women’s
Physical
Education
figures were made to represent
major meeting, Student Union,
personal enemies. Effigies were
,
7:30.
Sober Element, OK
hung and burned. Famous porSpartan Spears formal initiatraits were pierced in the heart
Thrust and Parry:
tion, 7:30 to 10.
by the jealous. Catherine II of
Alpha Eta Sigma meeting -The editorial dealing with the
Russia had a collection of china
formal dinner, 6 to 8:30.
advertisement of tobacco ads was
and art pieces around her for the
enlightening, and I appreciate the WEDNESDAY, JUNE 12
purpose of expending her temper.
Recognition assembly, auditorifact that we have an editor who
Mr. Berry’s temper extinguisher,
um, 10 to 12.
"cuts us in on a scoop." As for
however, does not represent anyDSG joint meeting, Student
wanting to get a paltry $5.11 for
one he knows. He just wants
Union.
a full page of tobacco ads, which
something to throw.
Inter-society dinner meeting.
would cut down our news in an
Sappho-Gamma Phi party, Alum
otherwise enjoyable
paper, it
Rock park, 7:30i to 11.
seems foolish. Those who smoke
or drink do so because they want THURSDAY, JUNE 13
Junior council picnic.
to, and I doubt if any ad would
FRIDAY, JUNE 14
merit that much it
"Let’s make toys for the toddSenior Ball, Adobe Creek Lodge, ler" is the title of the display
Of course, we always have the
Los Altos, 9 to 1.
narrow - minded individual who
this week in the home economics
Gamma Phi Sigma picnic.
asks if they may gripe, but would
building.
do so anyway whether permitted sATURDAY, JUNE 15
The exhibit shows how to make
Alumni homecoming, all day.
or not. Some of our student body
toys from common materials found
Beta Chi Sigma pledge dance.
seem to enjoy poking- fun at the
around every home. Ardeen WilZeta Chi senior breakfast, 10:30.
more sober element of the school
son prepared the exhibit in conby ridiculing any moral issue. If SUNDAY, JUNE 16
nection with Dr. Margaret Jones’
illecalaureate,
2:45.
a student wants to associate with
Methods of Teaching class.
Allenian senior breakfast.
a crowd that Is 96 percent drunkKappa
senior
breakfast.
ards, that’s his American privil**Irk********************
Sappho senior breakfast.
ege. If he’s seeking facts and
Delta Beta Sigma senior breakfigures, then I suggest he not
fast, 10.
rely on his own personal opinion
NioNDAY, JUNE 17-By DALE BOWER
but seek the true facts.
Senior beach party.
************************
For instance, at Cook County
SCA advisory board, Student
Hospital, Chicago, an eight year
With this column, I sing my
Union.
survey of pneumonia cases includ"Swan Song" for the quarter. I
ing 3,422 patients between the ages
assure you it’s been fun. I have
of 30 and 39 showed that 18 per- told that the good picture de- had to do considerable research in
cent of abstainers, 29 percent of pends not only on what you put writing this. The only difficulty,
moderate users, and 13 percent of into it, but also on what you however, is that most of the data
heavy users of alcohol died; or the leave out. By saying "no" to lesser I have uncovered has been approfact that alcohol is involved in 60 things increases the capacity to priate only in a Steinbeck novel.
percent of our highway accidents; say "yes" to greater things.
RESEARCH
If we want to educate ourselves
or the fact that one out of three
My research has carried me to
otherwise insurable men and *om- completely, let’s get facts before many dens of iniquity. What beten were denied policies as unsafe we form our opinions. We’ve got ter excuse can you think of for
risks because of their drinking a swell school here and a fine being there?
varsity and we’re anticipating a
habit.
People who see me at these foul
Memorial Chapel, not a beer joint. dens ask, "What are you doing
genercorning
the
We represent
ation to occupy the places vacated Those of us who’ve been over- here?"
by the successful men of today. seas can be thankful that we have
I lift my foam flecked nose and
Let’s let the top men speak. Dr. returned to the land of begin- blandly reply, with a sly wink,
W. J. Mayo, "No surgeon can af- ning again. To "live" in reverse of "Research."
ford to smoke." Edison said, nature is like spelling the word
They nod their heads with that,
"Cigagette smoke has a violent backwards. It’s "evil."
"I understand", look, and return
This fall we’ve been promised a to their cokes.
reaction on the nerve centers,
producing a degeneration of the publicity manager, and I hope he’ll
NOT FOR THE DAILY
cells of the brain. This degener- have a more sound attitude than
After a few hours, I take my
ation is permanent. No one who to want us played up as "96 per- trusty Boy Scout knife and cut
smokes can work in my labora- cent of the student body of 4000 a path through the smoke to the
tories." Knute Rockily, "Any ad- in dens of iniquity" and we don’t little side door.
vertising that says smoking helps have to use Mickey Mouse as a
Light headed, I return home to
either.
What’s look over the notes I have jotted
text
an athlete is a falsehood and a ,tandard
fraud. It shows up reflexes, low- wrong with wanting to keep the down on the table cloth.,"ph deers morale." Ty Cobb, "No one campus the way it is? I’m more spair," I shout. "I can’t write
who hopes to be successful, in any than 3000 miles from home and this in the Daily!"
line can afford so detrimental a iind no gripe with San Jose State.
I fall on my bed, weary with
habit."
George Poley, ASB 4081,
sleep, and have horrible nightChemistry major
mares. I see Monday roll around,
In photography and art we are
it.

The compnt
.ould be done k. _

THRUST and
PARRY
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Editorial

GEE, I SAYS

VETS’ CORNER

By A. WHITE

MEMO FROM THE DEAN
OF MEN’S OFFICE

I noticed in the local paper today where two beauty shops is advertising’ permanent waves for
men . . . specifyin’ service men.
It gives me a sort of sick solar
plexus bang feelin,’ just like I get
when I see a woman walkin’ down
the street, smokin.’
They really ain’taren’t doin’
nothin’ wrong. I guess it’s respectable for a woman to walk down
the street smokin’ in 1946. Logically, I can’t say a word against
it. Logically( it ain’t a bit worse
than for a man to walk down the
street smokin.’ Logically, if a man
wants to be purty, why can’t he
get a permanent waveif he’s got
any hair left after this war to
wave. I guess I just ain’tamn’t
aren’t logical. Anyway, I guess
all progress can’t be pleasant-sometimes it’s just plain painful
to an old fuddy-duddy like me.

Crime Programs
Not for Kiddies
Says Sen. Mitchell
WASHINGTON (UP) Sen.
Hugh B. Mitchell, D., Wash., said
today that horror - packed children’s radio programs may teach
that crime doesn’t pay, but the
kiddies just don’t catch on.
"The unformed minds of little
children cannot be expected to digest the Moral substance of this
radio bill of fare," he told the
Senate, "In a very real measure
such horror programs must be
held to account for the shocking
spread of juvenile delinquency in
America."
Charging that time adventure
tales of blood, thunder and narrow escapes made children nervous and gave them bad dreams,
Mitchell said:
"Common sense alone should
tell us that the public interest is
not served by commercial ballyhoo which seeks to reach juvenile
listeners by all sorts of tricky
devices calculated to play on their
youthful emotions."
Chances of marriage for spinsters of 65 are less than one in
100; for bachelors of 65, less than
two in 100, according to Census
tables.

Flying Club
Makes Plans
Breakfasting at Capitola Sunday, the SJS Flying club made
plans to continue activities during
the summer vacation. The nine
planes crossed the mountains and
returned in perfect flying weather.
Graduation and transfer of students will make a few memberships in the club available for next
year, and applicants should see
President Wendell Peterson now.
Membership is limited to 30.
Some of the pilots, who found
their planes reluctant to touch
down on the Capitols airport Sunday, attributed the buoyancy of
their ships to the denser sea-level
atmosphere.
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May I Gripe?
By PEARSON
The other day I was talking
to a friend of mine who was a candidate for a student council office. He told me that he had to
remove all of his campaign posters from the campus and store
them in the coop.
I asked him why and he told
me It was because of the visit of
the Central Accrediting committee of the State Board of Education to determine whether this
college is qualified to grant the
general secondary teaching credential.
This reminds Me of the typical
Army inspection I witnessed ww
ery Saturday for some
the second looeys and thrr’
commander (fac
the non cams
would scurry
the area (
(buildings)
officers
the outfit
Ah, me,
The reit
over the r.
examples
all for omit
that Mist 3
the ad ex.
the liquor
quest. It se.
needed them.
As I see it frert
pus is lousy with
that they are allowcz:. ’
grass and walkways ot
ton square with impunity-w,eri
is supposed to be against the
Every Saturday and Sunday, the
dowagers from all over town take
their little doggies to the campus
and let them romp to their hearts’
delight. The lawn takes a beating,
the bushes take a beating, and the
corners of the buildings are not
immune from the infallible aim
of the peripatetic pups. The campus on Monday morning resembles
something on which the SPCA
held a picnic and convention.
The Spartan Knights could do
the college a big favor if they
would put an end to the canine
invasion of State.

Earrings Wanted
SPOKANE, Wash. (U.P.)Convalescent soldiers at Ft. George
Wright have made an appeal for
all the ladies’ earrings they can
get.
The soldiers use them as clamps
in making model planes. Old and
odd earrings make ideal clamps
to hold small pieces of wood to
gether while the glue dries.

All things come to those who
the day I must write my column.
I have nothing, simply nothing, I wait. The only trouble is that
can write.
there are too many waiting.

Page
k

Few veterans have any idea of
the number pf governmental benefits and services to which they
are entitled. A partial list of 21
such benefits is posted on the bulletin board in Room 1. There is
also posted an analysis of the resources available in this community for the meeting of veteran
needs.
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BETA CHI SIGMA TIED FOR FIRST
IN FRATERNITY SOFTBALL LEAGUE

With five straight wins to their credit, and a total of 41 runs
scored in the last three games, Beta Chi Sigma seems to be the
"hottest" team in either the "open" league or the fraternity circuit.
Beta Chi men have pulled up to a tie for first place with Gamma
Phi Sigma by virtue of a 13.5 win over previously unbeaten Gamma
Phi club.
Friday afternoon on the San Carlos turf, DTO defeated Gamma
Phi Sigma 7-5 which threw the fraternity league race into a two way

01
ley
21
ulis
reiu.an

tie between Beta Chi and Gamma
Phi.
Gamma Phi had been unbeaten
until they ran into the heavy bats
of the Beta Chi men Thursday
last, followed by a defeat at the
hands of DTO.
FORTY ONE RUNS
Beta Chi Sigma has registered
no less than 41 runs in their last
three contests having defeated
DTO 18-3, APO 20-9, and Gamma
Phi 13-5.
It seems that the fraternity men
in Beta (’hi form a pool before
every game. The player getting the
most hits per time at bat collects
the moola. It seems to be working if the final scores are any indication.
DI BARI PITCHING
Lou Di Pri, Beta Chi’s ace
chocker, has been limiting opposto a minimum number
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The new "dorm" is a 111-foot
craft called The Pioneer. Water,
gas and electricity lines are being put through to the city’s facilities and gas heat will be installed.
College officials say the boat
will be used to house 50 students.

Although most of the thunder on the track front last week was
by mid-western and eastern teams, San Jose State managed
to squeeze four points out of both the Compton Invitational Friday
night and the Modesto Relays Saturday.
George Terry and Bob Likens combined to cop third and fourth
places at the Compton meet for the Spartans’ only scores. Saturday
stolen

LOCKER HOLDERS!
or of Athletics, Tiny Hartmat, has asked that all men who
have equipment in the lockers in
the Men’s Gym please have it removed by June 21 for the lockers
will be cleaned out at that time
and anything left will be confiscated.

,IPhi last week.
ree safe hits.
scored in
FINAL EXAMINATIONS
% bunched
JUNE 17-20
couple
on the Mon. June 17: Classes meeting at:
8-10
9 AIWF or Daily
’cross
10-12
11 TTh
1-3
1 MWF or Daily
3 Trh
3-5
(’hi
an Tues. June 18: Classes meeting at:
8-10
8 MWF or Daily
lty
10-12
10 TTh
21 MS
- 1-3
1 TTh
Play3- 5
12 MWF or Daily
Wed. June 19: Classes meeting at:
8-10
9 TTh
10-12
11 MWF or Daily
1- 3
2 TTh
eoun35
3 MWF or Daily
e today
.25 In the Thur. June 20: Classes meeting at:
8-10
8 TTh
12 to 1. Each
10-12
10 MWF or Daily
may bring a
1- 3
2 MWF or Daily
.-’’rice includes gate
3-5
12 Trh
and transportation.
More telephone directories and
The six W’s: Work Will Win trade catalogs are published in
Chicago than anywhere else.
When Wishing Won’t.

at Modesto, Likens threw the
spear out 185 feet 21/4 Inches for
third place behind Ypres of U. C.
and Todd of the Olympic club.
Don Samiley added the local’s final
two points with a third in the century. lie trailed Mel Patton, of
US(’, and Al Heck, of the Alameda
Naval Air Station, to the tape
in this event,
EAST MAKES BID
In the past two weeks, eastern
track teams have made a strong bid
for national track supremacy, long
held by Pacific Coast school!). Herb
McKelney, of Illinois, unofficially
cracked the world record in the
quarter mile at the Big Ten meet
in the mid-west two weeks ago and
last Saturday two world marks
were broken and one Red east
of the Mississippi.
NEW DISCUS MARK
Bob Fitch, of the University of
Minne:Aita, brought the discus
record back to the United States
Saturday with a mighty heave of
180 feet 2% inches to break the
existing record by more than five
feet. Adolfo Consolini, of Italy,
was the old record holder at 174
feet 11% inches. Harrison Dillard,
Baldwin - Wallace College, Ohio,
tied the low stick mark set by
Fred Wolcott of Rice in 1941 by
aking the 220 hurdles in 22.5.

I

When San Jose State track men lilt the cinders Saturday In the
PAA meet at Berkeley, it virtuall will write finis to a season that
held little In he way of aecompikhnient, but much in the way of
promise for the future.
Winning all their duel meets except that with Fresno, the Spartans looked good against mediocre competitiOn. Well-balanced team
strength rather than brilliant individual performers featured the dual
contests.
Against Pacific Coast Conference and powerful club teams, the
Spartan thinclads fared rather poorly, coming in to the wire no better
than a tie for fourth in any meet.
Sounds gloomy, doesn’t it? Once analyzed, though, the situation points to a bigger and better track aggregation next year
one that will be in the thick of the fight for the first or second place
even against the talented club performers.
Main reason for this is that Bud Winter had the athletes to turn
the trick this year, but the athletes didn’t have the stuff. Most of
them started training only a week or two before the first meet, and
by the time they got in shape the season was over.
With two quarters of cross country and gym work behind them
next spring, the trackmen will he in the pink when the initial meet
rolls around. Most of them have one or two years of competition
left and nearly all have signified their intention of returning. With
his present hunch augmented by a host of new athletes, Winter Is
certain to give the publicity men plenty of copy,
Nothing pleases us more than to report the success of_a former
Spartan thlete. In this instance, the latest to get more than a nibble
from the "big time" is Harold Sonntag. The tall righthander, formerly
a pitcher on Coach Ralph Johnson’s nine, is now performing for a local
semi-pro team. His excellent six hit performance Sunday caught the
eyes of two major league scouts, and Sonntage reports he has received
several offers since then.
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Steady Vacation Work
Men and women are urgently needed to help us pack
this summer’s crop of fruit. Will you help provide
food America needs so much? You e anif you’ll
work this summer in Del Monte Plant No. 3.
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WORK FULL OR PART
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SLANTS

By MARLEY COOK

EVERYTHING IN MUSIC

HARRY’S
610 VINE STREET, SAN JOSE
Ballard 1999-J
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HELP-YOURSELF-LAUNDRY
You Wash in our New Machines
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MARIETTA, O. (U.P.)Marietta
college has a new floating dormitory to ease its student housing
problem.

Eastern Teams Make Strong Bid For
1946 Track and Field Supremacy
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cpecial Offer
Beautiful Bronze
PORTRAITS
6 x 8 inch size

95.
One or as many ea
dosirod

Proofs to select from

GRADUATES! We furnish cap and gown
without charge.

WORK STARTS ABOUT JULY I
Call - Phone - Write - for full information

Here’s a studio where you receive the highest quality of
materials finest artists and best of service, regardless of
the amount you spend.

CALIFORNIA PACKING
CORPORATION

Communion Photographs
A SPECIALTY

Contact Campus
Or
Miss Josephine Roos*,

Plant No. 3

Representative,

801 Amoral, Ave., San Jos*
Phew Ballard 30

EXTRA PAY FOR NIGHT
SHIFT

AUSTIN STUDIOS

PLEASANT WORKING
CONDITIONS

ALL

EMPLOYMENT ALL
SUMMER

STUDIOS OPEN 12 TO 6 P.M. EVERY SUNDAY
AND TWO OR MORE NIGHTS PER WEEK

Phone Columbia 2927

32 So, First St.
SAN JOSE
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DAILY HOURS: 9 A.M. to 6 P. M.
Thursday and Saturday ’til 8 P. M.
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The ’Coop’ Walk
"The sidewalk between the Coop and the Library needs widening."
The statement has been made at Gripe dinners, Council meetings,
and in newspaper articles for a long time, but nothing was done about
it. The complaint was handed on to the administration, but nothing
could be done about that one walk u ’1 enough money was available
to pay for repair of all the walk
At a recent Council meeting someone suggested that a service
organization do the work, with the administration furnishing the materials.
The Spartan Knights volunteered, and immediately began plans
for the project. Realizing the necessity of a wider sidewalk, and remembering their record of service to the school, they lost no time
getting the work underway.
When the work is finished, the completed sidewalk will remain
another example of the Spartan Knights’ service to the college.

THRUST and
PARRY
Sober Element, OK
Thrust and Parry:
The editorial dealing with the
advertisement of tobacco ads was
enlightening, and I appreciate the
fact that we have an editor who
"cuts us in on a scoop." As for
wanting to get a paltry $5.11 for
a full page of tobacco ads, which
would cut down our news in an
otherwise enjoyable paper, it
seems foolish. Those who smoke
or drink do so because they want
to, and I doubt if any ad would
merit that much attention.
Of course, we always have the
narrow - minded individual
ho
asks if they may gripe, but would
do so anyway whether permitted
or not. Some of our student body
seem to enjoy poking fun at the
more sober element of the school
by ridiculing any moral issue. If
a student wants to associate with
a crowd that is 96 percent drunkards, that’s his American privilege. If he’s seeking facts and
figures, then I suggest he not
rely on his own personal opinion
but seek the true facts.
For instance, at Cook County
Hospital, Chicago, an eight year
survey of pneumonia cases including 3,422 patients between the ages
of 30 and 39 showed that 18 percent of abstainers, 29 percent of
moderate users, and 43 percent of
heavy users of alcohol died; or the
fact that alcohol is involved in 60
percent of our highway accidents;
or the fact that one out of three
otherwise insurable men and women were denied policies as unsafe
risks because of their drinking
habit.
We represent the coming generation to occupy the places vacated
by the successful men of today.
Let’s let the top men speak. Dr.
W. J. Mayo, "No surgeon can afford to smoke." Edison said,
"Cigagette smoke has a violent
reaction on the nerve centers,
producing a degeneration of the
cells of the brain. This degeneration is permanent.-Nd one who
smokes can work in my laboratories." Knute Rockne, "Any advertising that says smoking helps
an athlete is a falsehood and a
fraud. It shows up reflexes, lowers morale." Ty Cobb, "No one
who hopes to be successful in any
line can afford so detrimental a
habit."
In photography and art we are

CALENDAR
TUESDAY, JUNE 11
Orchestra concert, auditorium,
8:15 to 10.
Women’s Physical
Education
major meeting, Student Union,
7:30.
Spartan Spears formal initiation, 7:30 to 10.
Alpha Eta Sigma meeting
formal dinner, 6 to 8:30.
WEDNESDAY, JUNE 12
Recognition assembly, auditorium, 10 to 12.
DSG joint meeting, Student
Union.
Inter-society dinner meeting.
Sappho-Gamma Phi party, Alum
Rock park, 7:30 to 11.
THURSDAY, JUNE IS
Junior council pknic.
FRIDAY, JUNE LI
Senior Ball, Adobe Creek Lodge,
Los Altos, 9 to 1.
Gamma Phi Sigma picnic.
SATURDAY, JUNE 15
Alumni homecoming, all day.
Beta Chi Sigma pledge dance.
Zeta Chi senior breakfast, 10:30.
SUNDAY, JUNE 16
Baccalaureate, 2:45.
Allenian senior breakfast.
Kappa senior breakfast.
Sappho senior breakfast.
Delta Beta Sigma senior breakfast, 10.
MONDAY, JUNE 17
Senior beach party.
SCA advisory board, Student
Union.
told that the good picture depends not only on what you put
into it, but also on what you
leave out. By saying "no" to lesser
things increases the capacity to
say "yes" to greater things.
If we want to educate ourselves
completely, let’s get facts before
we form our opinions. We’ve got
a swell school here and a fine
varsity and we’re anticipating a
Memorial Chapel, not a beer joint.
Those of us who’ve been overseas can be thankful that we have
returned to the land of beginning again. To "live" in reverse of
nature is like spelling the word
backwards. It’s "evil."
This fall we’ve been promised a
publicity manager, and I hope he’ll
have a more sound attitude than
to want us played up as "96 per
cent of the student body of 4000
in dens of iniquity" and we don’t
have to use Mickey Mouse as a
What’s
either.
text
standard
wrong with wanting to keep the
campus the way it is? I’m, more
than 3000 miles from home and
find no gripe with San Jose State.
George Poley, ASB 4081,
Chemistry major

Rowland Mitchell
EDITOR
Bonnie Gartshore
ASSOCIATE EDITOR
Kenneth Stephens
BUSINESS MANAGER
FEATURE EDITOR
Phil Ginn
SPORTS EDITOR
Charles Cook
WIRE EDITOR
Mary Davis
. . EDITORIAL BOARD .
Virginia Wilcox
Chairman

’ Art Student Uses
Figurine For
Temper Smasher

GEE, I SAYS
By A. WHITE
I noticed in the local paper today where two beauty shops is advertising’ permanent waves for
men . . . specifyin’ service men.
It gives me a sort of sick solar
plexus bang feelin,’ just like I get
when I see a woman walkin’ down
the street, smokin.’
They really ain’taren’t doin’
nothin’ wrong. I guess it’s respectable for a woman to walk down
the street smokin’ in 1946. Logically, I can’t say a word against
it. Logically( it ain’t a bit worse
than for a man to waLk down the
street smokin.’ Logically, if a man
wants to be purty, why can’t he
get a permanent waveif he’s got
any hair left after this war to
wave. I guess I just ain’tamn’t
aren’t logical. Anyway, I guess
all progress can’t be pleasant sometimes it’s just plain painful
to an old fuddy-duddy like me.

Hold that temper! Count to
ten! Too late, there went a foot
through the door panel. Now that
he’s cooled off, he has to limp the
rest of the week.
Even though temper gets the
best of the best of men, Ellis
Berry, sophomore art major, has
taken a practiced attitude and is
busy making "what’cha ma call
its," or modern temper spenders.
"What’cha ma call it" is a small
breakable figurine sculptured from
clay or plastics used to give vent
to temper by smashing the object
against the wall or other "solids."
Mr, Berry’s idea is not new,
however. According to Dr. Stephen
Kayser, Art History instructor,
the custom is about as old as
temper itself. In yonder days, the
figures were made to represent
personal enemies. Effigies were
hung and burned. Famous portraits were pierced in the heart
by the jealous. Catherine II of
Russia had a collection of china
and art pieces around her for the
purpose of expending her temper.
Mr. Berry’s temper extinguisher,
WASHINGTON -- (UP) Sen.
however, does not represent anyone he knows. He just wants Hugh B. Mitchell, D., Wash., said
today that horror - packed chilsomething to throw.
dren’s radio programs may teach
that crime doesn’t pay, but the
kiddies just don’t catch on.
"The unformed minds of little
children cannot be expected to di"Let’s make toys for the todd- gest the moral substance of this
ler" is the title of the display radio bill of fare," he told the
this week in the home economics Senate, "In a very real measure
building.
such horror programs must be
The exhibit shows how to make held to account for the shocking
toys from common materials found spread of juvenile delinquency in
around every home. Ardeen Wil- America."
son prepared the exhibit in conCharging that the adventure
nection with Dr. Margaret Jones’ tales of blood, thunder and narMethods of Teaching class.
row escapes made children nervous and gave them bad dreams,
************************ Mitchell said:
"Common sense alone should
tell us that the public interest is
not served by commercial ballyBy DALE BOWER
hoo which seeks to reach juvenile
************************
listeners by all sorts of tricky
With this column, I sing my devices calculated to play on their
1"Swan Song" for the quarter. I youthful emotions."
assure you it’s been fun. I have
had to do considerable research in
Chances of marriage for spinwriting this. The only difficulty, sters of 65 are less than one in
however, is that most of the data 100; for bachelors of 65, less than
I have uncovered has been appro- two in 100, according to Census
priate only in a Steinbeck novel. tables.
RESEARCH
My research has carried me to
many dens of iniquity. What better excuse can you think of for
being there?
People who see me at these foul
Breakfasting at Capitola Sundens ask, "What are you doing day, the SJS Flying club made
plans to continue activities during
here?"
I lift my foam flecked nose and the summer vacation. The nine
blandly reply, with a sly wink, planes crossed the mountains and
"Research."
returned in perfect flying weather.
They nod their heads with that,
Graduation and transfer of stu"I understand", look, and return dents will make a few memberships in the club available for next
to their cokes.
year, and applicants should see
NOT FOR THE DAILY
After a few hours, I take my President Wendell Peterson now.
trusty Boy Scout knife and cut Membership is limited to 30.
Some of the pilots, who found
a path through the smoke to the
their planes reluctant to touch
little side door.
Light headed, I return home to down on the Capitola airport Sunlook over the notes I have jotted day, attributed the buoyancy of
down on the table cloth. "Oh de- their ships to the denser sea -level
spair," I shout. "I can’t write atmosphere,
this in the Daily!"
I fall on my bed, weary with the day I must write my column.
sleep, and have horrible night- I have nothing, simply nothing, I
mares. I see Monday roll around, can write.

Crime Programs
Not for Kiddies
Says Sen. Mitchell

TOY DISPLAY
THIS WEEK

THIS AND ’THAT

Editorial

Flying Club
Makes Plans

Page

MEMO FROM THE DEAN
OF MEN’S OFFICE
Few veterans have any idea of
the number pf governmental benefits and services to which they
are entitled. A partial list of 21
such benefits is posted on the bulletin board in Room 1. There is
also posted an analysis of the resources available in this community for the meeting of veteran
needs.

May I Gripe?
By PEARSON
The other day I was talking
,to a friend of mine who was a candidate for a student council office. He told me that he had to
remove all of his campaign posters from the campus and store
them in the coop.
I asked him why and he told
me it was because of the visit of
the Central Accrediting committee of the State Board of Education to determine whether this
college is qualified to grant the
general secondary teaching credential.
This reminds me of the typical
Army inspection I witnessed every Saturday for some time. All
the second looeys and the company
commander (faculty to you) and
the non corns (student council)
would scurry around trying to GI
the area (campus) and barracks
(buildings) so that the inspecting
officers would not gig (discredit)
the outfit (San Jose State).
Ah, me, life has many parallels.
The recent hue and cry raised
over the removal of the liquor ad
examples from the Art wing is
all for naught. Dr. Reitzel told me
that Miss Moreland told him that
the ad examples were returned to
the liquor firm at the firm’s request. It seems that the company
needed them.
As I see it from here, the campus is lousy with dogs. Why is it
that they are allowed to roam the
grass and walkways of Washington square with impunity when it
is supposed to be against the law?
Every Saturday and Sunday, the
dowagers from all over town take
their little doggies to the campus
a.nd let them romp to their hearts’
delight. The lawn takes a beating.
the bushes take a beating, and the
corners of the buildings are not
immune from the infallible aim
of the peripatetic pups. The cans pus on Monday morning resembles
something on which the SPCA
held a picnic and convention.
The Spartan Knights could do
the college a big favor if they
would put an end to the canine
invasion of State.

Earrings Wanted
SPOKANE, Wash. (U.P.)Convalescent soldiers at Ft. George
Wright have made an appeal for
all the ladies’ earrings they can
get.
The soldiers use them as clamps
in making model planes. Old and
odd earrings make ideal clamps
to hold small pieces of wood to
gether while the glue dries.
All things come to those who
wait. The only trouble is that
there are too many waiting.
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BETA CHI SIGMA TIED FOR FIRST
IN FRATERNITY SOFTBALL LEAGUE

FLOATING DORM

MARIETTA, 0. (U.P.)Marietta
college has a new floating dormitory to ease its student housing
With five straight wins to their credit, and a total of 41 runs problem.

scored in the last three games, Beta Chi Sigma seems to be the
"hottest" team in either the "open" league or the fraternity circuit.
Beta Chi men have puled up to a tie for first place with Gamma
Phi Sigma by virtue of a 13-5 win over previously unbeaten Gamma
Phi club.
Friday afternoon on the San Carlos turf, DTO defeated Gamma
Phi Sigma 7-5 which threw the fraternity league race into a two way
tie between Beta ( hi and Gainma
Phi.
Gamma Phi had been unbeaten
until they ran into the heavy bats
of the Beta Chi men Thursday
last, followed by a defeat at the
hands of aro.
FORTY ONE RUNS
Beta Chi Sigma has registered
no less than 41 runs in their last
three contests having defeated
DTO 18-3, APO 20-9, and Gamma
Phi 13-5.
It seems that the fraternity men
in Beta Chi form a pool before
every game. The player getting the
most hits per time at bat collects
the moola. It seems to be working if the _finaL scores are
indication.
DI BARI PITCHING
Lou Di Bari, Beta Chi’s ace
chucker, has been limiting opposing batters to a minimum number
of safe blows.
Against Gamma Phi last week,
Di Ban gave up three safe hits.
The losers’ runs were scored in
the fifth inning when they bunched
all of their hits with a couple
of walks and three errors on the
part of the winners to push across
four of their five tallies.
TODAY’S GAMES
This afternoon at 4:34, Beta (’hi
w ill meet APO to play off an
early season tie, and the Varsity
House will engage the Non Gamma
Gammas. Both games will be played on the San Carlos turf.

COUNCIL DINNER
Tickets for the Junior council dinner will be on sale today
and tomorrow for $1.25 in the
Library arch from 12 to 1. Each
council member may bring a
guest. This price includes gate
fee, dinner, and transportation.

The new "dorm" is a 111 -foot
craft called The Pioneer. Water,
gas and electricity lines are being put through to the city’s facilities and gas heat will be installed.
College officials say the boat
will be used to house 50 students.

Eastern Teams Make Strong Bid For
1946 Track and Field Supremacy
Although most of the thunder on the track front last week was
stolen by mid -western and eastern teams, San Jose State managed
to squeeze four points out of both the Compton Invitational Friday
night and the Modesto Relays Saturday.
George Terry and Bob Likens combined to cop third and fourth
places at the Compton meet for the Spartans’ only scores. Saturday
at Modesto, Likens threw the

LOCKER HOLDERS!
Director of Athletics, Tiny Hartranft has asked that all men who
have equipment in the lockers in
the Men’s Gym please have it removed by June 21 for the lockers
will be cleaned out at that time
and anything left will be confiscated.

FINAL EXAMINATIONS
JUNE 17-20
Mon. June 17: Classes meeting at:
8-10
9 MWF or Daily
10-12
11 Trh
1- 3
1 MWF or Daily
3-5
37Th
Tues. June 18: Classes meeting at:
8-10
8 MWF or Daily
10-12
10 l’Th
1-3
1 ITh
3- 5
12 MWF or Daily
Wed. June 19: Classes meeting at:
8-10
9 7Th
10-12
11 MWF or Daily
1-3
2 TTh
3-5
3 MWF or Daily
Thur. June 20: Classes meeting at:
8-10
8 TTh

10-12
1- 3
3-5

10 MWF or Daily
2 MWF or Daily
12 7Th

spear out 185 feet 2% inches for
third place behind Yerxa of U. C.
and Todd of the Olympic club.
Don Samiley added the local’s final
points with a third in the century. lie trailed Mel Patton, of
USC, and Al Heck, of the Alameda
Naval Air Station, to the tape
in this event,
EAST MAKES BID
In the past two weeks, eastern
track teams have made a strong bid
for national track supremacy, long
held by Pacific Coast schools. Herb
MeKelney, of Illinois, unofficially
cracked the world record in the
quarter mile at the Big Ten meet
in the mid-west two weeks ago and
last Saturday two world marks
were broken and one tied east
of the Mississippi.
NEW DISCUS MARK
Bob Fitch, of the University of
Minnesota, brought the discus
record back to the United States
Saturday with a mighty heave of
180 feet 2% inches to break the
existing record by more than five
feet. Adolfo Consolini, of Italy,
was the old record holder at 174
feet 11% inches. Harrison Dillard,
Baldwin - Wallace College, Ohio,
tied the low stick mark set by
Fred Wolcott of Rice in 1941 by
taking the 220 hurdles in 22.5.

More telephone directories and
The six W’s: Work Will Win trade catalogs are published in
Chicago than anywhere else.
When Wishing Won’t.
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By cliARLEY COOK
When San Jose State track men hit the cinders Saturday in the
PAA meet at Berkeley, it virtually will write finis to a season that
held little in he way of accomplishment, but much in the way of
promise for the future.
Winning all their duel meets except that with Fresno, the Spartans looked good against mediocre competition. Well-balanced team
strength rather than brilliant individual performers featured the dual
contests.
Against Pacific Coast Conference and powerful club teams, the
Spartan thinclads fared rather poorly, coming in to the wire no better
than a tie for fourth in any meet.
Sounds gloomy, doesn’t it? Once analyzed, though, the situation points to a bigger and better track aggregation next year
one that will be in the thick of the fight for the first or second place
even against the talented club performers.
Main reason for this is that Bud Winter had the athletes to turn
the trick this year, but the athletes didn’t have the stuff. Most of
them started training only a week or two before the first meet, and
by the time they got in shape the season was over.
With two quarters of cross country and gym work behind them
next spring, the trackmen will be in the pink when the initial meet
rolls around. Most of them have one or two years of competition
left and nearly all have signified their intention of returning. With
his present bunch augmented by a host of new athletes, Winter is
certain to give the publicity men plenty of copy.
Nothing pleases us more than_to report the success of a former
Spartan thlete. In this instance, the latest to get more than a nibble
from the "big time" is Harold Sonntag. The tall righthander, formerly
a pitcher on Coach Ralph Johnson’s nine, is now performing for a local
semi-pro team. His excellent six hit performance Sunday caught the
eyes of two major league scouts, and Sonntage reports he has received
several offers since then.
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Steady Vacation Work
Men and women are urgently needed to help us pack
this summer’s crop of fruit. Will you help provide
food America needs so much? You canif you’ll
work this summer in Del Monte Plant No. 3.
WORK
GOOD PAY
DAY OR NIGHT SHIFT
WORK FULL OR PART
TIME
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CALIFORNIA PACKING
CORPORATION
Plant No. 3
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801 Auxerais Ave., San Jose
Phone: Ballard 30

Here’s a studio where you receive the highest quality of
materials finest artists and best of service, regardless of
the amount you spend.

Communion Photographs
A SPECIALTY

EXTRA PAY FOR NIGHT
SHIFT

AUSTIN STUDIOS

PLEASANT WORKING
CONDITIONS

ALL STUDIOS OPEN 12 TO 6 P. M. EVERY SUNDAY
AND TWO OR MORE NIGHTS PER WEEK

EMPLOYMENT ALL
SUMMER

Phone Columbia 2927

32 So, First St.
SAN JOSE

DAILY HOURS: 9 A.M. to 6 P. M.

Thursday and Saturday ’til 8

P. M.
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Announcements
SPARTAN SPINNERS will hold
their last meeting of this quarter
tonight at 7 in the women’s gym.
All members and anyone interested please be present.
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C!assified Ads i Doug Morrison New Student Council
Grand Master Of
Delta Theta Omega

WILL EXCHANGE Berkeley 5room apt. near Calif. campus for
L.pt, or house near or in San Jose.
Call 501 Ex. 371, Mr. Bernard,
Monday-Friday, 8:30-4:3)0.

LOSTSilver wrist watch with
TAU GAMMA members will
meet at the Women’s gym at 5 stainless steel band. Initials R. B.
o’clock before leaving for the pic- J. on back of case. Phone Ballard
nic at Alum Rock park.
2534-M. Reward. SENIOR ORCHESIS meet toREWARD One month’s rent
day at 6 p. m.
fcr information leading to rental
of an apartment. Call John at
JUNIOR ORCHAIS meet to- Col. 7569-R after 6.
day at 4 p.m.
FOR SALE -- 1933 Ford V-8
EROS MEETING Wednesday coupe. Call Col. 8135-R between
night. Joan Harris’, 1691 Univer- 5-6 p. m.
sity Way, 7:30. Dressy.
WANTED Ride
to Colorado,
GENERAL ELEMENTARY, leaving at close of quarter. Will
KINDERGARTEN -PRIMARY share expenses. Contact Joe Apomajors doing their student teach- daca, YMCA, any time ’after 5.
ing in the fall quarter, meet Friday, une 14, at 12 in room 155.

600 Expected At
Homecoming Day

EDUCATION STUDENTS planning to take Ed. 104A, Elementary
School Curriculum and Observa-.More than 600 former Spartans
tion, in the fall quarter must preregister immediately with Roberta are expected to gather here June
Armstrong, Education office, room 15 for the annual all - alumni
Homecoming Day, according to
161.
Ed Wetterstrom, chairman of the
SPARTAN KNIGHTS meeting affair.
Highlighting the day’s entertoday at 12 in the ASB office.
tainment will be the luncheon
SENIORS: Will the following which is to be served on the
seniors please check immediately south lawn. Jeanette Owen Inwith the Alumni office, room 108, man, alumni association president,
regarding Alumni Cards: Dorothy promises a fine menu, and several
Anton, Elmer S. Anderson, Jeanne people have been contacted to give
M. Allen, Franklin 41gard, Rose brief talks on matters of interest
mary Bonnot, Betty L. Bigelow, to the college. Those planning to
Joan Bergman, Joseph E. Brugg- attend are reminded that tickets
man, Clorinda Burriesci, Edna are still available in the Alumni
Bruggman, Irene L. Burns, Bar- office and are priced at $1.25 per
bara Bressani, Betty Barnard, plate.
Following the "main event"
John Burchett.
Leona S. Cutting, Louise Cha- luncheon, a variety show has been
bre, Virginia Colley, Theo Cheg- planned and will also be held on
widden, George R. Coles, Victor S. the south lawn. Starring in the
Cerro, Ernestine De Ford, Dolores program are: Joel Carter, bass
H. Dolph, Wilma H. Dethke, singer; James Clancy, reader;
Yvonne Dalis, Theda Farnsworth, Paul Lanini, violinist.
Climaxing Homecarning Day will
Bernadine Franseen, Edna L.
Fanucchi, Alta M. Fulton, Doris be a dance, "Cement Mixer," to
M. Goldhammer, Louise D. Grace, be held in the Student Union from
Marian Gondring, Margaret Geor- 7:30 to 10. All alumni are invited
and it is free, being sponsored by
geson, Alice Gardner.
Bruno Hahn, Marjorie, Hamp- the Santa Clara County chapter
son, Fenton A. Hill Jr., Elizabeth of the Alumni Association. Music
Jennings, Marjorie Kluge, Mar- will be off the record and refreshshall C. Kelley, Beverly Lusardi, ments will be served to the dancRaymond E. Lua, Jack C. Moody, ing group.
Marie McClellan, Kathleen McNeil, Marie R. McCue, Robert B.
Last Tetanus Shots
McGauren, Burnita Neely, Jennie
The third and last tetanus
Panziera, Sidney A. Peterman.
Florence P. Phillips, Barbara C. shot will be given today in the
Russell, Lois E. Rowe, Ernest J. health office from 12 until 12:30
Ribera, Mary E. Said, Ruth only. Students should bring their
Schultz, Ruthie Schalow, Alva student body cards with them.
Stout, Marvin Sheets, Florence J.
Silva, Henry C. St. John, Barbara
Census figures indicate a conSchubert, Thelma Takeda, Louis tinuous increase in the percentage
Trout, Rufus Tucker, George E. of women between 20 and 64
Tousseau, Marjorie Vatcher, Pa- years of age in the labor force.
tricia Wallace, Helen S. Wynn,
David Webster.
The capitol grounds in Washington, D. C., have an area of
58.8 acres.

Santa Clara Valley
Investigation Bureau
Criminal, Civil, and Commercial
P. C. READ
S. P. GILLEY
73 S. Eighth St. Ballard 3233-M

CARMEL-BY-THE-SEA
Paying guests accepted at attractive

Forrest Hill School

Father’s Day
Gifts

G. ANNE DOUGLASS
Box 1835 Carmel, Calif.
Phone 2213

U.S.O. DANCE
CALENDAR

77 So. First St.

Truman to Send Message on Case Bill

("Home Coming Day" has been
held since 1895. At that reunion,
classes from 1866 to 1895 were
represented. Reunions have been
held yearly ever since.)

$1.25 oPredr.,

STATIONERY

Declared de Facto Republic

WASHINGTONCongressional leaders disclosed yesterday after
e White House conference that President Truman will send Congress
a message today on the Cae strike -control bill, but that he did not
June 10 - June 17
MONDAY, WEDNESDAY, indicate whether it would be a veto.
THURSDAY and FRIDAY. Dance
at the Plaza USO No sign-up nec- Canfield Hotel Death Toll 17
DUBUQUE, Iowa --The final death toll in the fire which swept the
essary. Open to all USO Girls
presenting cards. No girl will be Canfield hotel early Sunday, increased to 17 last night when police
admitted to the dances after 8:30 found the body of a man, burned beyond recognition, on the fourth
floor of the hotel.
p. m.
TUESDAY-- Dance at the
YWCA. Rules as above.
SATURDAY - - Dance at Plaza
USO from 8 to 11 p. m. Rules as
above.
SUNDAY -- Open house from
6:30 to 10 p.m. No girl will be
admitted after 7:15 p. m.

Also see our
fine selection of
Father’s Day Cards

BOOKS

(Continued from Page One)

ROMEThe government decla red Italy a de facto republic last
Don Cassiday and Russ Oaks night, but King Humbert refused to accept it pending a formal proclahave been nominated for the office motion by the supreme court. The cabinet met in emergency session
of president of the SCA for the to consider the situation.
coming election. Ballots have been
sent to all SCA members. They are German Crown Jewels Recovered
to be returned to the SCA office.
CHICAGOArmy investigators, in a story -thriller of code words,
Officers elected now will serve on
tests and secret telephone calls, recovered $3,000,000
the executive council during the lie-detector
worth of stolen German crown jewels from an unidentified Chicago
fall, winter and spring quarters
-fence- as he was arranging to dispose of them, it was disclosed
of next year. Other persons reyesterday.
ceiving nominations are Frances
Tuttle and Eileen Caughy, vice- Fire Strikes Forbidden City
president; Dorothea Brookover and
SAN FRANCISCOA flash fire originating in a dressing room
Wilda McIlvain, corresponding secretary; Miriam Brewster and Olga roared through the Forbidden City, luxurious Chinese night club, yesGene Thompson, recording secre- terday afternoon only a ’few hours before it would have been jammed
tary; Gordon Standish and Craig with dinner -hour patron,- No one was injured. Damage was estimated
Holden, treasurer; Muriel Waltz at $50,000.
and Beverly Blackman, YWCA
representatives; Harold Riddle and Britain Demands Explanation from France
LONDON ---Great Britain yesterday demanded that France exBruce McNeil, YMCA representaplain why Aaj Amin El Hu ,seini, grand mufti of Jerusalem, was pertives.
Mary Elizabeth Said was named mitted to slip out of Paris and into Arab politics in the Middle East
chairman of a membership picnic at a time "most uhwelcome from the British point of view,"
to be held at Fortini’s, Wednesday
night. The evening’s program will Newspaper Exrcutive Shot
include recreation and swimming.
BOSTONWilliam Arthur Whitcomb, 73 -year -old wealthy and
The party is open to all SCA mem- nationally known paper executive, was shot to death at his office desk
bers.
yesterday as he rose to greet a caller who pretended to be a U. S.
Treasury agent.
vismiaimaamll
The killer walked out of the office, passed the office workers and
disappeared into the mid -morning crowd.

WHY COOK?

LINDSAYS

A summe r at the Pasadena
Playhouse is in store for Stella
Pinoris, sophomore speech major.
Active in various dramatic roles
in campus productions, Miss Pinoris was last seen on the stage Of
the Little Theatre in "Tonight We
Improvise." She was the "Character Woman" in that college dramatic showing.
Announced in yesterday’s Daily
was the note that Jo Hildebrand
is leaving to participate in ten
weeks of summer stock as an acting apprentice.
Miss Pinoris and Miss Hildebrahd have been very active for
the last year in campus plays.

WORLD NEWS IN BRIEF

Cassiday, Oaks Vie
For SCA President Italy

Fountain Pens
Stationery
Desk Accessories

from June 19 - Sept. 2
ocLurr.mociatorts for 12
women. $3 a night including cont;
nental breakfast.

Doug Morrison, speech major,
was elected grand master of the
Delta Theta Omega, social fraternity, last week at their regular
Wednesday night meeting.
Other officers elected for the
fall and winter quarters were:
Bob Hines, master; Jack Martinet,
re-elected secretary; Dick Payne,
former grand master, was voted
sergeant-at -arms; "Chirp" Sparrow, treasurer; Wally Trabing,
publicity manager.
The meeting was shattered
when Tom Taylor passed a box of
cigars an announced his engagement to Carol Johnson.

(Continued from Page 1)
It was decided that an election
representation of student body
opinion.
will be held this Friday. at which
time
the
preferential
ballot
amendment as well as two other
proposed amendments to the constitution will be one the ballot.
Emerson Arends was officially
appointed director of the 1947
Revelries by the Student Council,
which acted upon the recommendation of the Revelries board, of
which Betty Doyle is chairman.
The next meeting of the student
governing board will be a joint
session with retiring members and
newly elected members sitting together,

Stella Pinoris Joins
Summer Playhouse

HOT

FRIED CHICKEN
FRENCH FRIES

Cool --Creamy --Superb ---

FREE DELIVERY

Chick-ery-Chick
1080 E. SANTA CLARA
OPEN TILL MIDNIGHT
PHONE COLUMBIA

8734-W

AMERICAN DAIRY ICE CREAM
17TH

AND SANTA CLARA

